In collaboration with Leonardo, we participated in the Aesthetic Computing workshop in the hills of southwestern Germany in July 2002. The workshop [1] , organized by Paul Fishwick, Roger Malina and Christa Sommerer, was one week in duration and was attended by over 30 representatives of the following disciplines: art, design, computer science and mathematics. The purpose of the workshop was to define this area and to try to bring to light key aspects of the field from a variety of perspectives. An aesthetic computing manifesto was recently published in Leonardo [2] . Aesthetic computing is the application of art practice and theory to computing. Given this brief definition, several questions come to mind; we shall address these questions and then proceed with the purpose of this paper, which is to cover sample projects in the area and the different ways in which the authors proceed to accomplish their singular crafts.
One question regarding the name "aesthetic computing" may well be whether we can justify its existence. After all, is not all computing within the realm of aesthetics, and is there not already a significant number of projects that capture some combination of computing and art?
Let us begin with the first question. We will define aesthetics broadly as a combination of cognitive and sensory modes of experience, according to its scope in philosophy [3] . Evidence of the employment of the purely cognitive aspect of aesthetics can in fact be found within mathematics [4] and computing: One speaks of an elegant proof of a theorem, or a beautiful representation. With such qualifiers, the mathematician is usually referring to cognitively grounded aesthetics. Our intent is to explore aesthetics by means of the bridge that separates the cognitive and sensory perspectives-it is by crossing this bridge that we may enrich both design and computing. As Knuth points out in his discussion of Metafont, which underlies his TeX typesetting system, "Type design can be hazardous to your other interests. Once you get hooked, you will develop intense feelings about letterforms" [5] . Interpreted more generally, Knuth is expressing the idea of aesthetics as being more than the purely cognitive, even within computing, which grew out of mathematics. A textual section of a computer program will have both denotative as well as connotative signifiers, and it is easy to imagine that the program might align itself with the goals of art by using the types and variety of representations employed in the art world, thereby stretching the traditional boundaries of what may be considered a usable computer program representation.
The second question, regarding the combination of science with art, is addressed by first noting that, unlike computer or digital art, the idea of aesthetic computing implies that art is affecting-and reflecting-some aspect of computing. This results in an agenda quite different from that found in many other fields of digital art.
To acknowledge our interest in aesthetics in computing is to expand human-computer interaction and representation to reach into numerous areas of computer science, from the primary operating systems interface to the interface used by computer scientists to create programs and by scientists to create models of geometry and dynamics. This step leads to two observations that partially justify the move toward aesthetic
The authors present an introduction to the new interdisciplinary area of aesthetic computing and proceed to define this area with examples from each of their own disciplines, practices and research. While several decades of publication and work have resulted in significant advancements in art as implemented through technology, less emphasis has been placed on studying the converse issue of art's effect on computing, or "aesthetic computing." The authors present their individual work in this area and then follow with brief criticism of one another's work to elucidate different perspectives on the idea. By approaching the topic of aesthetic computing in this manner, the paper serves as an introduction to and survey and analysis of the field. computing: (1) aesthetics in computing are broader than the purely cognitive dimension; and (2) the art-science confluence embedded within the discipline of interaction design is broader than the primary "desktop" interface.
The first observation is one of both ontology and epistemology-we might leverage existing aesthetic principles toward the sensory. Consider the case of "software patterns" [6] as one example. One can surely conclude that these patterns reflect abstractions of software structures and that they are found lurking in numerous software applications. There are two ways of looking at patterns, reflecting two ways of defining aesthetics: cognitive and material. What if the patterns revealed themselves in a way that was more attuned to material embodiment? This would allow us to build upon the existing pattern literature and extend it, as well as to extend the pattern representations. The "factory" method espoused by Gamma et al. could be the basis for a two-dimensional or three-dimensional scene that looks and operates like a factory. The look and feel of the factory would improve with artistic influence and guidance and would provide strong metaphorical cues. This sensory dimension seems lacking in the pattern literature; one generally finds that representation is limited to rectangles and arcs. And yet it is not only in the pattern literature that it is lacking, given that the visual minimalism of program structures and the mathematical structures underlying them is fairly common in computing.
The second observation implies that interaction design needs to concern itself with all questions of interaction and presentation found in computing, including that of how to represent data and program structures, for instance. The emergtion. In XML parlance, content refers to an abstract specification defined as a document tree, and presentation refers to the way the tree is presented to the userthe way it looks and sounds. Thus, using RUBE and guided by the XML philosophy, one may specify an equation and choose to present the equation as either linear text, a network or a 3D structure. The choice of which presentation to employ can be determined by XML style sheets and their associated transformations.
RUBE's architecture is based on opensource software and begins with authoring toolkits: SodiPodi for 2D vector drawing and Blender for 3D modeling. Let us consider the 3D pipeline beginning with Blender. The user creates a 3D model in Blender and then uses a Python scripting interface, which allows attributions to be made regarding semantics. For example, one might point to an object and designate it as a state or a function. After the semantic assignment, an X3D (eXtensible 3D) file is created for the presentation and a special XML file is created for specifying the formal model. After some XML transformations, this XML file is translated into Javascript or Java, whereby it can be reincorporated into the VRML (Virtual Reality Modeling Language) file, resulting in an interactive VRML world. The 2D transformations are similar, except that Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) is used for presentation.
Let us begin with a formal definition of a Finite State Machine (FSM) M [14] . These machines have states that are interconnected through transitions that go into effect when an input to the machine is of a particular value. Here is a formal definition for M:
Even though this text might seem to be the formal specification for M, it is actually one of many types of presentation of the underlying formalism that is encoded in XML. In general, all presentations require additional natural-language semantics if we are to make sense of them. Q is the state set for M, I the input set, O the output set, δ the transition function from one state to another and λ the output function. Figure 1 illustrates our second presentation of the FSM. It has iconic properties such that when the machine is in state S2, the presentation of a circle for S2 encodes the concept of a boundary and ing areas of information visualization [7] and software visualization [8, 9] represent approaches toward this goal, and yet their representations of information and software could benefit from greater emphasis on a wider range of artistic expression without sacrificing utility. So it is not that the area of design does not presently concern itself with incorporating aesthetics but that the current level and degree of this incorporation need to be expanded beyond those of the typical user interface at the operating systems level.
We now have a working idea of aesthetic computing, and we need to explore different approaches. There follows a statement on aesthetic computing by each author, followed by a discussion of one another's views and statements.
PAUL FISHWICK: FORMAL REPRESENTATIONS Scope
In applying aesthetics to computing, we need to confine ourselves to some aspect of computing, or one of its subfields such as human-computer interaction, visualization or discrete structures, to name a few. At the University of Florida, we have constructed a software system called RUBE [10] [11] [12] [13] , in which we have focused primarily on representations in mathematics and computing notation, from the notation of algebraic and differential equations to that of program and data structures, informed, however, through an artistic sensibility. Our basic idea has been to build a system that allows a multiplicity of different notations to be constructed so that one may see and hear the same underlying formalism in numerous ways. Not only do different people and cultural entities enjoy working with a formalism using different metaphors, but a single person or group can also benefit from exposure to diverse presentations.
Implementation
RUBE therefore allows for different representations to be applied to a select number of formal dynamic model specifications. Using RUBE, it is possible to change the way formal models look and sound. By formal models, I am referring to a large class of models used to specify systems that incorporate time for analysis and simulation, such as finite state machines, Petri networks, Markov models, queuing models and System Dynamics graphs, as well as ordinary and partial differential equations. RUBE uses XML (eXtensible Markup Language), which separates content from presenta- that which is inside it. That is, the graphical depiction of S2 is consistent with the underlying metaphors of set theory, whereas the purely textual presentation does not capture these metaphors. Moreover, Fig. 1 is incomplete on a non-interactive medium, such as paper, since the additional information encoded but not visible in the text representation is obtained through minimal human-computer interaction (e.g. pressing a button to yield the text layer). Similarly, the arrows capture the notion of transition from one state to another, since anyone who has seen an arrow fly knows that it is aimed toward a target. The metaphors of the figure dramatically improve visualization of the semantics of the machine, and so one is led to wonder whether employing presentations with alternative aesthetics might further improve the impact of the metaphor. The underlying assumption is that material aspects of levels of representation are based largely on what is available for a society, as well as what is affordable and materially efficient. Consider Fig. 2 as a representation that has only recently become possible through computer graphics and the ability to employ 3D components. The metaphor of the circle as a boundary has been replaced by a small gazebo-like structure. The arrow in Fig. 1 is now shown as a woman walking from one state to another along a lamp-lit walkway. While Fig. 2 could be seen as introducing gratuitous imagery, it can alternatively be seen as a structure that reinforces the spatiotemporal metaphors that Fig. 1 only begins to reveal. The idea here is that an FSM, by its formal definition, is rich with metaphor and that Fig. 2 exploits the metaphor by surfacing it through visualization, interaction and familiar icons. Movement from one state to another looks like movement, and the thing moving is more familiar to us than a mental construct would be.
A host of philosophical issues comes into play here. Is there not a need to enforce visual minimalism within this sort of structure? What are the cultural barriers that might prevent the adoption of models like Fig. 2 in science and engineering?
With respect to the first issue, we should note that it is quite possible to maintain abstraction without requiring visual minimalism. Within an artistic context, this can be seen when comparing and contrasting the genres of Abstract Expressionism and Surrealism. Both of these genres contain a wide variety of works that employ symbolism, iconography and rich semiotics even though program text is written in an artificial language with a strict syntax and more or less well-defined semantics. Trying to understand a real software system by reading its millions of lines of program text is a vain task. As a consequence, many tools have been developed to support software understanding. These tools rely on analysis and visualization techniques. In a famous paper, Turing Award recipient Fredrick Brooks even stated that "software is invisible and unvisualizable" because each kind of visualization only addresses "one dimension of the intricately interlocked software elephant" [15] . These dimensions include the static structure of the software, its dynamics and its evolution. To put it in other words, different kinds of visualizations show how software is encoded, how it behaves and how it is developed. In the following I present and discuss examples of visualizations for each of these dimensions.
In Fig. 3 a graphical representation of a program, its control-flow graph, is shown. In addition the graph contains some information computed by a program analysis. With the help of this visualization, developers can detect certain kinds of errors, so-called stack overflows, in their programs [16] .
In Fig. 4 , a snapshot of the animated execution of a sorting algorithm is shown. The window contains several representations or views of the data sorted. Algorithm animations are typically used in education. Most of the animation techniques do not scale for real software systems.
Finally, Fig. 5 is a pixel map. In this example the color of the pixel at position (x,y) represents the number of times files fx and fy have been changed together relative to the total number of times file fx has been changed. From this figure the developer can see how strongly different files are coupled. We call this kind of couthe visual presentations are strikingly different.
The expression of an abstract state in an FSM, for example, need not require that the state be presented visually in a minimalist fashion. The key task is to strengthen the metaphor of what it means to be a state and the corresponding elements of boundary that go along with it.
The second question, about cultural barriers, may lie at the heart of the aesthetic computing challenge. Computer scientists have been educated with minimalist figures and text, and so it may come as a shock to realize that our representations of formal objects are not as constrained as we may have thought. Until the era of computer graphics and fast computers, we had little need to inquire about what initially appeared to be exotic ways to encode formal knowledge. However, this is a challenge not only for computer scientists but also for artists, since artists should be encouraged to consider the computer and computing practices as subject material in addition to raw material. This suggestion of formal structures as raw or subject material may strike some artists as a modernist-era agenda; however, the computer and its mathematical foundations enable the creation of significantly higher complexity as a tool, or as a subject, than paint, palette knife or chisel ever could.
STEPHAN DIEHL: SOFTWARE VISUALIZATION
Software is neither matter nor energy. It is just a kind of information. Matter and energy are media that carry information and thus software. For new software to be developed or existing software to be understood, it has to be projected into a humanly readable form-the program text. Note that the program text is not the software, just a representation thereof. The pling evolutionary [17] , because it is based on the change histories of files, to distinguish it from the logical coupling usually used in software engineering. As the files are sorted by their containing directories, the pixels form blocks. These blocks indicate that files within a directory are coupled, that is, often changed together. Software developers are mainly interested in the outliers: those pixels representing couplings between files in different directories, such as those labeled "Patches" in Fig. 5 . Outliers can be a sign of a bad system architecture.
We have now seen three very different kinds of visualizations as they are used for understanding software and its development process.
Now what about the aesthetics of these visualizations? It may come as a surprise to the artistic reader, but there actually were some aesthetic criteria involved in the computing of these visualizations:
In Fig. 3 the number of edge crossings and bends has been reduced, and directed edges are mostly drawn downwards. In Fig. 4 color is used consistently in the different views. While the algorithm actually performs discrete changes, the animation of these changes is executed smoothly. In Fig. 5 , color coding based on the heat metaphor was originally used: The color red showed the highest coupling, blue low coupling and white no coupling at all. In other words, hot files are those that are often changed together.
The sole purpose of the above-mentioned aesthetic criteria is to produce visualizations that convey the information as clearly and effectively as possible. As a consequence of concentration on the automatic generation and usability of vipothesis-driven ethos of the medical research lab to reflexive practice in the art studio to the empirically driven environment of mathematics. The aesthetic context of each discipline is equally diverse. Visualization in the laboratory differs from visualization in the art studio. In the medical laboratory, representation is usually taken literally, as scientific illustration. In the art studio, "representation" is a term and process framed by cultural and art historical theories of representation (for example, an image, sound or object can signify something without actually sounding or looking anything like it). In Cell, we document, develop and evaluate the interdisciplinary collaborative process itself, including discussion of our different aesthetic values.
Through studio and laboratory visits, Theise and I identified significant aesthetic differences. In cell biology the "photographs" of tissue slides have a truth-status and are accepted as "proof" of experiments within papers. The beauty of these representations is also valued. Figure 6 shows one of Theise's images, representing skin tissue from a female mouse who received a bone marrow transplant from a male mouse. The tissue has been dyed, as is typical in such experiments, and blue nuclei of hair follicle lining cells surround the orange, autofluorescent hair shaft (large arrow). Two of these nuclei contain fluorescently labeled Y-chromosomes (small arrows) indicating that they derive from the donated male bone marrow, not from the female's own original cells. Thus, bone marrow stem cells have given rise to skintype lining cells.
As is typical of contemporary artists, I was educated to resist beautifying artifacts and taught that photographic representations have no truth-status and that their meanings are subjective rather than objective. Alife systems that have a graphical output pose further challenges to notions of representation. Such outputs are at least semi-autonomous; images can endlessly change (some might say evolve) as they are produced in real time to represent the software running beneath them, which is constantly changing as a complex system of interactions between agents takes place.
Converging: Focusing on Behavior across Time
Theise's research examines the plasticity of adult stem cells and their function, using processes including the analysis of specimens of cell tissue. Because the tissue is dead at the time it is analyzed, it represents a frozen moment in time, sualizations, the current research on software visualization is rich in the different properties of software that have been visualized but poor in the spectrum of visual metaphors used: boxes, circles, lines and color. [18] . Results include solely authored and co-authored papers in peer-reviewed medical, mathematical modeling and simulation journals; mathematical models of a new paradigm of stem cell behavior; dynamic simulations of the mathematical model; art installations; and illustrations of cells and their behavior generated using artificial life (Alife) techniques. Here my focus is on the graphic outputs from Cell's agentbased Alife simulations. from which researchers hope to understand another aspect of stem cell behavior and extrapolate further hypotheses to test. My experience as an artist working with time-based media and Alife suggested a different approach to assessing stem cell behavior. We therefore developed an Alife engine to enable the scientist to study simulated stem cell behavior as it happens within the complex system of a wider community of cell types and enzymes. Stills from the real-time 3D graphics driven by our simulation (Fig.  7) show images that draw on the aesthetics of medical illustration. The user clicks on a moving cell to see a data readout. Figure 7a shows photorealistic semitransparent cells moving, dividing and dying in 3D space. Figure 7b illustrates information available when a user clicks on a cell or activates a global command that makes the data for all cells visible.
JANE PROPHET: INTERDISCIPLINARITY AND AESTHETIC DIFFERENCE
I consider aesthetic computing through a discussion of the project Cell. Cell is an interdisciplinary collaboration between an artist (myself ), a liver pathologist (Neil Theise), a mathematician (Mark d'Inverno), a computer scientist (Rob Saunders) and a curator (Peter Ride). Cell explores new approaches to the representation of cell behavior, using mathematics to bridge the gap between scientific theory and computer visualization. Related literature is found in Goodsell's research
Context
The initial Cell collaboration expanded to include d'Inverno, who determined the mathematical rules that describe stem cell behavior as proposed by Theise and modified by me (that stem cells can evolve into mature cells of other organs such as skeletal muscles, bones and brains, with unexpected plasticity). Saunders interpreted the mathematical model producing real-time graphical displays with me. The aesthetic (designed by Saunders and Prophet) is influenced by medical and scientific illustration.
Aesthetics and Conceptual Art
The notion of "an" aesthetic is challenged in Cell. As in much conceptual art, the idea behind Cell (namely, modeling the behavior of stem cells) and the means of producing it (via interdisciplinary collaboration) are more important than the screen as a framing device; stem cells are "born" at the center of the screen, moving to the edges as they age, divide and die. The line and single tone for each cell is deliberately abstracted and looks inorganic. This is more aesthetically pleasing to me-it makes no attempt to suspend the viewer's disbelief. It is obvious that this work is computer generated.
By contrast, the 3D version has been influenced by the aesthetics of medical illustration and its goal of explaining via precise observation of the appearance of things; this is at odds with my emphasis on the behavior of things (in this case, stem cells). This version (using the same underlying Alife simulator but with a different graphic output) is characterized by its photorealism: detailed surface rendering, depth and transparency (Fig. 7) . This was pleasing to Theise, as it was familiar to peers used to seeing video and stills of actual cells recorded via microscopes. However, Theise might determine system-level changes in behavior that could influence wet laboratory work more easily via the abstract 2D version. Anecdotal evidence suggests that abstraction prompts the viewer to look for patterns of behavior rather than focusing on the activity of individual cells.
JONAS LÖWGREN: INTERACTION DESIGN AND AESTHETICS
Interaction design is concerned with shaping the use qualities of digital artifacts. Another way of putting it would be to say that interaction design is design of the digital materials, where the word design is used in the strong sense of exploring all aspects of a possible future: aesthetic and ethical aspects as well as structural and functional.
It may seem odd, and in fact it is odd, to talk about aesthetic computing as if it were something new and hitherto unexplored. All computing is aesthetic in the sense that all use of digital artifacts entails aesthetic reactions. To be sure, many contemporary digital artifacts tend to elicit aesthetic reactions along the lines of frustration, indifference or boredom, but these are aesthetic reactions nevertheless, and as designers, we are free to aim for other kinds of reactions if we like.
Of course, there are historical reasons for the existence of such blind spots. The academic roots of interaction design stem from the field of human-computer interaction, where the main focus has always been on the task-oriented use of digital artifacts and in particular on its efficiency and absence of errors. It is not finished work or its (fixed) appearance: "In conceptual art the idea or concept is the most important aspect of the work . . . all planning and decisions are made beforehand and the execution is a perfunctory affair. The idea becomes the machine that makes the art" [19] .
Conceptual art can be defined as the "appreciation for a work of art because of its meaning, in which the presentation of shape, colour and materials have no value without the intentions of the work" [20] . If conceptual art has an aesthetic, it is the dematerialization of the artobject; the object only has value as a materialization of the idea, not in and of itself. Mathematics and computing science can both operate without materiality and can describe the immaterial, which is one reason why there may be a mutual attraction between computer scientists, mathematicians and artists working conceptually using digital media.
Aesthetics and Visualization
To date, the real-time graphic representation arising from Cell's complex adaptive system (Fig. 7 surprising that the image of computer use is sometimes simplified to the extent that useful, efficient and error-free use is seen as the whole picture. The disregarded parts of the picture, including aesthetic qualities of the use, will then appear as new when they are brought into consideration.
How, then, should aesthetic use qualities be dealt with in interaction design? A common fallacy is to equate aesthetics with pleasing visual design. To be sure, there are design situations in which the immediate visual impression is an important factor in determining the outcome of the interaction. A good example is a web shop with one-time customers who ideally should spend money on their first and only visit. The visual design of the web shop's front page is crucial in establishing the right combination of desire and credibility to actually make customers enter, shop and pay.
In nearly every other case, however, we need to realize that a digital artifact is constituted primarily not by its static visual design but by its dynamic gestalt -the character of the interaction it allows over time. Digital design materials are temporal in this respect, at least as much as they are spatial. Below are three examples of aesthetic qualities in the use of digital artifacts. They serve as illustrations of how the aesthetics of interaction design can be approached and articulated for further debate as well as for practical application in concrete design situations.
Pliability is the quality of plasticity, of malleability of the digital artifact under the hands of the user. A set of informaical "window" fills again with metaphorical condensation. If Granny happens to see the signs before they are gone, she can reply in the same way. A sign on the display disappears completely in a few hours.
The strength of the Hazed Windows concept is not in its focus on lightweight, emotional communication, which has been realized thousands of times before, but rather in the elegant questioning of the hidden core assumptions of computer-mediated communication. When we deal with e-mail, we devote our full attention to it. We expect messages to persist until we choose to file or delete them. In short, we approach the communication situation as a binary task. The Hazed Window hints at the possibility of a new middle ground, a new approach to computer-mediated communication in text and pictures that exhibits a much greater degree of fluency.
Seductivity refers to the captivating qualities of a digital artifact. Following the seminal analysis by Khaslavsky and Shedroff [26] , seduction is described analytically as a process of enticement, relationship and fulfillment. Enticement concerns grabbing attention and making an emotional promise. The subsequent relationship is based on making progress with small fulfillments and more promises, possibly lasting for a long time. The fulfillment, or ending, involves making good on the final promises and ending the experience in a positive and memorable way.
It should be clear from the description above that seductivity, in the sense used here, is a quality that crucially depends on the dynamic gestalt, the temporal qualities of the interaction. It has nothing to do with sexually explicit pictures on the front page of a web site. The example offered by Khaslavsky and Shedroff is the Visual Thesaurus [27] by Plumb Design. It is a web application that duplicates the contents of a traditional thesaurus but takes on entirely new qualities by virtue of its interactive properties. The user explores words, their synonyms and eventually the transient nature of language itself by navigating a beautifully animated network of words and their interrelations.
Khaslavsky and Shedroff argue that the Visual Thesaurus is seductive in the sense that it offers surprising novelty, goes beyond obvious needs and expectations and creates an emotional response due to its visual and interactional beauty (enticement). It connects to personal goals through the fascination of words and concepts and promises to fulfill those tion is pliable to the user if it feels like a responsive material, a matter for inquiry that can be manipulated and experienced in a tactile sense. Pliability contributes to a highly involved process of exploration where the loop between senses, thought and action is rapid and physical rather than elaborate and abstract. I make a small, quick move-the material shapes and responds-I notice something new-I make another moveand so on. Ahlberg and Shneiderman were the first to articulate this quality, under the label of "tight coupling" [21] .
In the interpretation above, pliability concerns the micro-qualities of interaction, the qualities of the surface. Examples of interaction design aiming at pliability include the influential concept of dynamic queries [22] as well as the more recent interaction technique Sens-A-Patch [23] . Another aspect of pliability has to do with the user's capacity to act freely and shape the material according to the larger situation at hand, such as annotating the margins of a paper form to communicate something outside the rigid boundaries of the form itself. As Henderson and Harris [24] point out, this kind of deep pliability is often unnecessarily lost in the transition from paper to computer systems in, for example, administrative work. It can be straightforwardly observed that many existing administrative systems could be extended to accommodate free-form annotation and the equivalent of sticky notes.
Fluency as an aesthetic quality of digital artifacts is brought to the fore in relation to the increasingly pervasive digital infrastructure. Use is not necessarily a primary activity at the focus of attention; it is not a binary variable in which a digital artifact is either used or not. With ubiquitous and mobile computing, it becomes more of a dance among multiple representations and mediations. Streams of information flow between center and periphery as we move through the shifting environments of everyday life and work. Transitions need to be graceful and nondisruptive.
As a simple but conceptually powerful example of fluency, consider the Hazed Windows concept by interaction design students Trine Freiesleben, Miska Knapek and Henrik Moberg at Malmö University [25] goals (relationship). The casual viewer may discover deeper meanings in looking up a word by apprehending the multidimensional and dynamic relationships between concepts (fulfillment).
An Analysis of Perspectives
As suggested in the title of this paper, the reader is meant to come away with the differing views of four authors. What are the connections, and is there a synthesis among the varying views? What was learned during the workshop? Starting with the second question, we learned that the terms aesthetics and computing are complex and that aesthetic computing is not merely the straightforward application of one field to another but also a selfreflective activity. By juxtaposing two words in a new way, we suggest that the art, design and computing communities must reevaluate the very meaning of the words aesthetics and computing and not only what it means for them to be combined as a phrase.
To summarize the key perspectives already presented:
• Fishwick stresses the use of aesthetic style and genre within traditional notations for computing artifacts. Aesthetics in both computing and mathematics can be pushed in the direction of artistic styles to augment cognitive aesthetics.
• Diehl discusses the use of visualization and a specific type of aesthetic for software design and execution diagrams. There is already a great deal of research on applying visualization, and one particular sort of aesthetic (optimality), to software design. • Prophet defines a new type of team collaboration, a kind of "aesthetic computing in action," in which transrepresentations without sacrificing abstraction. Mathematics and software are concerned not with visual abstraction but with conceptual abstraction. For example, a stack is a common abstract data structure used in computing. That a stack can be represented in 3D using an aesthetic form that is meaningful to a group of users (that is, a culture) does not defeat the conceptual abstraction. Rather, the 3D concretization of the stack brings to the surface the inherent metaphor that led to 2D diagrammatic stack representations in the first place; the concept of a stack is rife with metaphor-using artistic styles and familiar objects brings these metaphors to life within the same abstract conceptual sphere of knowledge. The key conflict is cultural-scientists have been trained with visually abstract representations for the sake of material and labor economy. With the advent of new display technologies, it is no longer inconvenient to form novel 3D representations while simultaneously preserving abstraction. There is a need for computer scientists to embrace a wider definition of aesthetics [28] , one influenced substantially by the arts. This cultural transition may be difficult but can be gradually facilitated by the kind of evolutionary collaboration described by Prophet, in which artists and scientists work closely together. In such a fashion, all parties become accustomed to a broader definition of aesthetics. The need for this broader definition is reinforced by Löwgren's discussion of interaction qualities, as well as recent movements in the design community [29, 30] , where emotion, style and visual appeal are found to be equally as important as function. There are additional redisciplinarity leads to new collaborations, influencing the computing process. Applying aesthetics to computing is a matter of process and human integration, not just a static result from the application.
• Löwgren broadens the traditional view of usability to include the aesthetic qualities of the digital design material. As a community, computing professionals must balance cognitive and sensory qualities in design. For the most part, there is general agreement among the authors that each section corresponds to a separate axis upon which aesthetics can be seen to apply to computing; however, there is one significant issue raised by Fishwick and Diehl that deserves explanation. Diehl discusses the state of the art in software visualization and emphasizes the current way in which software designers generally view aesthetics-as optimality considerations inherent within the visual design. For example, an aesthetic can be defined to minimize the number of crossings in a 2D graph, or to ensure that all lines leading into a node are equidistant. Diehl also quotes Brooks's idea that "software is invisible." Diehl's views on characteristics of design accurately reflect how the vast majority of computing professionals view aesthetics and computing artifacts -as primarily mental constructs and, if not mental, focused on formal qualities ("formal" is used here as in the artist's lexicon).
Fishwick takes issue with confining the role of aesthetics to such a narrow interpretation and suggests that future representations for software models should capture more personalized and stylistic forms, given that new technologies have increased our ability to afford 3D sults in the foundational cognitive role of metaphor [31] . If richer designs foster a metaphorical understanding, then such designs ought to be encouraged and investigated. We further suggest that what is relevant for product design is also relevant for the design of more abstract computer programs, data structures and models. Both types of designs reflect a necessary mixture and balance of form and function.
Certainly, optimal designs for achieving a goal or satisfying a particular purpose are still useful when considering the problem of design from the perspective of performance. However, this functional bias of design must be carefully balanced with what one learns by exploring aesthetics in the arts: Design is also about user choice, culture and the freedom to incorporate arbitrary interactive 2D or 3D icons to represent formal structure. Asking, for example, whether it is more appropriate to use a square versus a circle in a design presupposes that there exists an optimal design condition, when in many instances, the design condition is strongly oriented toward user preference and not performance. Designs must be useful, yet this does not imply universal usability for an objective purpose, but instead utility for a segment of the population. This type of free-form design is common in automobiles, architecture and kitchen products; they all must both be usable and contain aesthetic qualities for whoever purchases them. We contend that software and formal structures used in computing are no different in this regard. Representation, in general, has always been driven by the state of technology and the economy. When all one has is clay, then clay marks must be used for representation. As our display and interaction technologies evolve, our representations can also advance, not to replace older representations, but to augment them in the same way that new media have augmented, or remediated [32] , old media.
CONCLUSIONS
One of the key tensions in our discussion is the interplay between that which artists produce versus that which computer scientists produce. Artists have an agenda based on a wide variety of styles and aesthetics, from formalism and cultural exploration to capturing social, political or economic aspects of phenomena. Computer scientists primarily are after highutility artifacts; if something is useless, most mathematicians and computing less our current state of progress. An illustrative example is our introduction of the dimension of utility as one of the ways in which the fundamental values of the disciplines of art and computing differ.
The most advanced integrative stage, according to Jantsch, is interdisciplinarity. It involves direct cooperation in both directions where the outcomes typically could not be achieved entirely without any of the disciplines involved. It also entails the formation of new concepts, practices and values that transgress the traditional boundaries of these disciplines. It is our firm conviction that the encounter between art and computing holds the potential for interdisciplinarity in this strong sense, and our ongoing dialogue might represent a step in that direction.
professionals will tend to shy away from it. However, there is a line that stretches from "no use" to "full use," if there can be such unambiguously defined things. To see this, we need to step back to the definition of aesthetic computing: the application of art practice and theory to computing.
There is no reason why this application must be targeted on artifacts of high general utility. By exploring the boundaries and interstices of the "use range," we think that we can enhance both art and computing. Artists will become more familiar with elements of computing, such as data structures, programs and architectures, and even the core mathematical structures upon which computing is founded. For example, what artists produce [33, 34] reflects a computing essence, whether or not the result is of immediately obvious utility. To the extent that a piece makes one reflect, it is useful in exploration, creativity and education, and so even the term "use" or "usability" becomes suspect. Thus, aesthetic computing for the artist can range from software art (a fairly new movement defined by artists producing their own programs or languages) to representational art in which the computing element becomes the subject of the art, rather than the material for the art as in software art. It is this ability to weave through the webs of utility and computing that makes aesthetic computing a unique enterprise.
For the computer scientist, what the artists produce will be fertile ground for representation, interaction design and human-computer interfaces in general. While through software art some artists are becoming computer scientists of a sort, we can also observe the converse situation as some computer scientists become artists.
On a more general level, the encounter between art and computing may be studied in terms of disciplinary relations. Jantsch [35] , the originator of such concepts as multi-and interdisciplinarity, views disciplinary integration as an evolutionary hierarchy. If a traditional disciplinary approach is specialization in isolation, then multidisciplinarity simply refers to adding different disciplines without any direct cooperation between them.
The next step up the evolutionary ladder is crossdisciplinarity, where one discipline supports the other within the other's own discipline. Our discussion above, and the identification of fields such as software art and aesthetic computing, might suggest that this is more or
